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October 23,2013

Village of Ridgewood Planning Board
Village Hall
131 North Maple Avenue
Ridgewood, NJ 07450

Re: The Valley Hospital Application to Amend the Village of Ridgewood Master Plan
Application PB 2013-03
TVH'S SUPPLEMENTAL LETTER BRIEF ON THE ISSUE OF THE ADMISSIBILITY INTO
EVIDENCE OF THE LINPUBLISHED APPELLATE DIVISION DECISION

Dear Chairman Nalbantian and Members of the Planning Board:

In light ofthe fact that the Board voted to admit into evidence at last night's hearing session
objector exhibits O-5 (the January 18, 201 1 letter to the Commissioner of the Department of Health
from Audrey Meyers which was included in TVH's appendix to its brief submitted to the Appellate
Division - pages al01 to 103), O-7 and O-8 (excerpts from the September 12,2011 Stroudwater Report
included in TVH's appendix to its brief submitted to the Appellate Division * page a345), and O-10
(excerpts from September 12,2011 Stroudwater Report and February 28,2011 Ingenix Report included
in TVH's appendix to its brief submitted to the Appellate Division - pages a345 and a331), we believe
that the Board must now also consider the unpublished Appellate Division decision captioned VM/O
Certificate of Need for HUMC North Hospital, Docket Nos. A-3155-1 1 and A-3238-1 l, decided
December 4, 2012 (lhe "unpublished decision").

As such, I am now proffering the unpublished decision as exhibit A-35 (with a full reservation of
our objection to the admissibility of all documents related to the unpublished decision). While we
reserve our objection to the admissibility ofall documents related to the unpublished decision, the only
way we can explain why the documents the Board admitted into evidence last night are inelevant and

immaterial as an "apples to oranges" comparison ofexpert opinion from 2011 based on 2010 and older
data versus expert opinion from 2013 based on 2011 and 2012 data is for the Board to consider what the
Appellate Division ruled in its unpublished decision.

As I stated in my October 21, 201 3 supplemental letter brief, New Jersev Court Rule I :36-3
provides that "no unpublished opinion shall constitute precedent or be binding upon any court" and this
translates into no unpublished decision constituting precedent or being binding on this quasi-judicial
Board. However, as I also stated in my October 21, 2013 letter brief, there are exceptions to Rule 1 :36-3
which allow an unpublished decision to be binding where required for res judicata, collateral estoppel,

the single controversy doctrine and other similar principals of law.

Fnoo G. Srrcrel, III
(re78 - re96)
STURRT R. KoENIG
(re78 - 2Or2)



Prior to the Board admitting into evidence last night the documents from the appendix to TVH's
brief submitted in the Appellate Division appeal, none ofthose exceptions applied here because the
arguments that TVH made to the Appellate Division in the unpublished case were rejected by the Court
and the arguments that TVH has made to the Board in the pending application are consistent with the
Court's rulings on the law in the unpublished decision.

However, now that the Board has ruled that the above referenced documents emanating in the
appendix to TVH's Appellate Division brief admissible, the unpublished decision should be admitted
into evidence as an exception to Rule 1:36-3. Specifically, a court may cite an unpublished opinion to
the limited extent required by the application of preclusionary legal principles or case history. See, Mt.
Hill v. Tp. Comm. of Middletown, 403 N.J. Super. 146,155 n3 (App. Div. 2008), certif. denied, 199
N.J. 129 (2009) (reference to prior opinion "for the history of Mountain Hill's development efforts");
Gottlob v. Lopez, 205 N.J. Super. 417,421 (App. Div. 1985), certif denied, 104 N.J. 373 (1986) (rial
court's reference to its own earlier unpublished opinion for purposes ofconsistency and not as precedent
held proper). This Board, as a quasi-judicial board, may thus cite the unpublished decision here for
purposes of understanding the documents that have been admitted into evidence that emanate from the
Appellate Division appeal, especially since Board members believe they are relevant to the application
pending before the Board.

In summary, TVH hereby offers the unpublished decision into evidence as exhibit A-35 (with a
full reservation ofour objection to the admissibility ofall documents related to the unpublished
decision).

The unpublished decision was previously submitted to the Board by Michael Kates, Esq.,
counsel for the objector. If the Board wishes additional hard copies ofthe unpublished decision, please
advise and I will forward them to the Board office.

As I stated in my October 21,2013 supplemental letter brief, the Board's attention is directed to
the following pages of the decision for the following principles of law:

Page 27 - "The Commissioner was satisfied that HUMC had limited the proposed size of HUMC
North to a level that would ensure limited negative impact on other existing hospitals in Bergen County

[and] that the scaling back of beds at HUMC North in comparison with the former PVH [i.e., from 280
beds to 128] demonstrates this hospital's commitment to preserving the existing health care delivery
system in the region," consistent with TVH's position in the litigation that a 280 bed facility at HUMC
North would have damaged the existing health care delivery system in the particular part ofBergen
County (served by Englewood, TVH and Holy Name - see, page 5 ofthe decision).

Page 29 - While "there is reasonable support for the Commissioner's regulatory judgment that
approval of HUMC North would not cause significant negative impact on the other area hospitals," "the
data can be interpreted in many ways," consistent with a determination that there was nothing improper
with TVH taking the position that it did in the litigation.

Page 44 - "Several years have passed [since 2007], and additional patient data has been
generated for the Commissioner's consideration. Given the circumstances, it was not unreasonable for
Commissioner O'Dowd to make an independent and current evaluation of patient need in2012,"
consistent with the newer data that Mr. Downes' analyzed and used in his testimony before the Board,
which data had not been available at the time he prepared his analysis and report for the litigation.



Page 45 - "The healthcare landscape in New Jersey has continuously evolved [since 2007].
Commissioner O'Dowd had a sound basis to conclude that the loss of three hospitals within the HRP
region since 2006 significantly undercut the Reinhardt Commission's earlier calculation ofexcess
maintained beds for the area," consistent with the position that TVH has taken before the Board and
explaining why the Appellate Division affirmed the Commissioner's determination against TVH in the
litigation as newer data had become available after all the reports had been submitted to the Department
of Health in the litigation.

Page 46 - "The Commissioner was entitled to rely upon contrary indicia of growing inpatient
bed need, as the population within the region becomes older and required more services," consistent
with the newer data that Mr. Downes' analyzed and used in his testimony before the Board, which data
had not been available at the time he prepared his analysis and report for the litigation.

Page 49 - The Court's ultimate holding is that the Commissioner of the Department of Health's
final agency decision to grant a Certificate of Need to HUMC North was neither arbitrary or capricious,
and that the appellants (one of which was TVH) had failed to meet their burden ofproviding a clear
showing to overcome the strong presumption that the agency's determination was reasonable.

Finally, TVH submits that neither the Court's ultimate holding, nor any of the other
pronouncements of law or fact made by the Appellate Division in the unpublished decision, say anything
negative about the credibility of Mr. Downes or TVH as an entity.

Respectful ly submitted,

^c,
E, DRILLJONATHAN


